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1. Introduction

The emerging robot-assisted flexible endos-
copy (FE) and natural orifice transluminal
endoscopic surgery (NOTES) transverse
through the tortuous and narrow anatomic
paths inside human bodies from natural
orifices, aiming at dexterous screening
and the diagnosis of target diseases and
further operational treatment.[1,2] These
emerging techniques represented the
development tendency in flexible access
surgery, which demands transcending the
techniques in traditional laparoscopic sur-
gery that include both multiport surgery
and single-port surgery (SPS).[3,4] They
are typically designed using flexible and
continuum manipulators instead of rigid
and straight instruments in the traditional
minimally invasive surgery (MIS) to adapt
to flexible access.[5–10] These developed flex-
ible manipulators are equipped with instru-
ment channels for surgical instruments
(e.g., forceps or a variety of electrotomes),
empowering surgeons to perform complex
and delicate operations.[11,12] Therefore,
such a complex process requires the perfor-
mance of flexible endoscopic robots that

can be switched between two working states: the flexible state
and the rigid state.[13–15] In the flexible state, the distal contin-
uum joint can perform snake-like movements to pass through
winding anatomical pathways without damaging tissues. In
the rigid state, the distal continuum joint keeps its body shape
against external forces and provides sufficient operational forces
when surgical instruments interact with target lesions. However,
it remains challenging to achieve the highly required capacity of
flexible access and continuous variable stiffness regulation to
address different surgical scenarios and meanwhile reach an ade-
quate balance between them. As a result, developing continuum
joints with variable stiffness techniques for flexible endoscopic
robots has become critical and attracted broad attention and
investigation.

The design approaches of continuum joints are generally
grouped into two main categories of discrete and continuum
types. The discrete type typically connects a series of specially
designed rigid mechanical joints, such as rolling friction or
gear-based joints,[16–18] hinged-based joints,[19] and revolved slid-
ing joints,[20,21] to achieve bending motions in a relatively large
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The robot-assisted flexible access surgery represented by the emerging robot-
assisted flexible endoscopy (FE) and natural orifice transluminal endoscopic
surgery demands flexible and continuum manipulators instead of the rigid and
straight instruments in the traditional minimally invasive surgery (MIS). These
flexible manipulators are required to advance through the tortuous and narrow
anatomic paths via natural orifices for dexterous diagnostic examination and
therapeutic operations. Therefore, developing flexible endoscopic manipulators
with the capacity of snake-like movements for flexible access and variable
stiffness regulation for operations to address these flexible access surgical
difficulties is demanding but remains challenging. To address such challenges,
herein, it is proposed that a novel distal continuum joint based on the hybrid
pneumatic and cable-driven approach achieves variable stiffness capacity,
excellent bending characteristics in both flexible and rigid states, satisfactory
motion consistency and shape-locking ability during the rigid-flexible transition,
and relatively high loading capacity for flexible gastrointestinal endoscopic
robots. Characterization experiments validate these performances, and phantom
and ex vivo experiments have been performed to demonstrate the feasibility
and effectiveness for FE. The presented method demonstrates an effective
and practical approach to enabling continuum robots with both flexible access
and tunable stiffness capacity and supports a convenient extension for MIS
applications.
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range by the tendon-driven approach. However, they commonly
suffer from nonuniform and inconsecutive bending curvature or
shape. The continuum category produces bending motions
based on the elastic property of the utilized materials and yields
a smooth deflection shape. Typical designs include the concen-
tric tube,[22,23] single/multibackbone continuum joints,[24–26]

notched-style joints,[27–30] and helical spring-like joints.[31]

However, the above-mentioned design schemes rarely show con-
cerns that flexible endoscopic robots are required to perform
smooth transitions between flexible and rigid states. Few
attempts have focused on the design of continuum joints with
continuous stiffness regulation capacity. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to develop and integrate variable stiffness modules into
the continuum joints to address the challenges of flexible screen-
ing and continuous variable stiffness regulation for different
operational scenarios in flexible endoscopy.

The working principles for variable stiffness techniques can
generally be dichotomized: the domains of materials and struc-
tures. The material-based approaches primarily realize tunable
stiffness by changing the intrinsic material properties with exter-
nal stimulation, including lowmelting point alloys (LMPA),[32–34]

the thermoplastic polymer,[35,36] shape-memory materials,[37,38]

rheological fluids (electro- and magneto-rheological fluids),[39,40]

and so on. Despite the high stiffness-changing ratio values, the
phase transition process is time consuming. Their prototypes
typically require an energy exchanger, resulting in larger joint
diameters, poor biocompatibility, and high leakage risks. The
other solution for stiffness adjustment is structure-based tech-
nologies, including unit-locking mechanisms,[41,42] antagonistic
arrangements,[43–48] jamming-based methods,[49–53] etc. The
unit-locking mechanisms commonly adjust the stiffness by reor-
ganizing the mechanical engagement among internal discrete
structural units. However, the complex structures pose difficul-
ties for diameter miniaturization. The discrete structural config-
uration causes discontinuous bending motion and nonuniform
curvature, making it difficult to be applied in endoscopic surgery.
To reduce the structural sizes, the antagonistic arrangements
take advantage of the cable tension to enhance stiffness.
However, these arrangements are prone to generate uneven,
nonlinear, and dynamic interaction forces among the internal
structures. Excessive tension further increases the possibility
of structural failure, introducing risks to surgical operations.
In addition, jamming-based methods rely on pressure-induced
friction to generate geometrical and structural redistribution
for continuous stiffness change via the usage of particles, fibers
or layers. Negative pressure-based jamming methods are widely
utilized for robot-assisted FE to achieve stiffness regulation of
flexible joints. However, the typical maximum negative pressure
that can be achieved is around 0.1MPa, which means that the
increase in structural stiffness is rather limited.

The continuum joints with variable stiffness capacity for FE
still have the following issues to be addressed. Most continuum
joints with variable stiffness ability typically cause poor bending
performance in the rigid state. This drawback further seriously
affects motion control, which is less reported and rarely engaged.
The other common issue is that most current designs excessively
emphasize the variable stiffness ratio but ignore the stiffness reg-
ulation range that needs to fit the operation requirements for
endoscopy.[54] Furthermore, most current studies focus on

investigating the design methods for general stiffness regulation.
However, they have not engaged in the actual requirements for
FE, especially for the embedded functional channels for air/water
and instruments.

This article presents a novel hybrid pneumatic/cable-driven
distal continuum joint with variable stiffness capacity for flexible
gastrointestinal (GI) endoscopy. This design combines the prin-
ciple of jamming with the continuum structure by embedding
flat air tubes into the helical continuum structure circumferen-
tially. The structural stiffness of the proposed joint can be con-
tinuously adjusted through the interaction friction between the
helical structure segment and the air tubes by regulating the pos-
itive input pressure. Such design makes it possible to achieve
satisfying performance in bending curvature characteristics in
both flexible and rigid states. The characteristic experiments have
been conducted to investigate performances in bending curva-
ture, rigid-flexible conversion, and loading capacity. Both phan-
tom and ex vivo experiments have been performed to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme for FE
with regard to the flexibility for access and rigidity for operation.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Design Specifications of the Proposed Distal Continuum
Endoscopic Joint

This article aims to develop a continuum joint with variable stiff-
ness capacity for flexible gastrointestinal endoscopy. The design
specifications are listed as follows: 1) The bending range of the
continuum joint typically achieved more than 90° to support the
surgical instruments to perform endoscopic operations.[55]

2) According to the existing continuum joint designs, the length
of the proposed joint typically ranged from 80 to 120mm for
robot-assisted flexible endoscopic operations.[55,56] The distal
continuum joints for flexible gastrointestinal endoscopy were
typically equipped with 3 or 4 functional channels, including
one camera channel, one or two instrument channels, and
one water/air channel. The outer diameter of the continuum
joint was acceptable in the range from 16 to 22mm for accessing
the gastrointestinal tract, considering that the continuum
joint could provide 2 instrument channels for bimanual
operation.[55,57,58] 3) The loading capacity for human soft tissue
operations, such as pulling forces in the GI tract, had been mea-
sured as 2.26N for damaged tissues.[59] 4) The transition time
between the two states shall be as short as possible to achieve
an effective transition between flexible access and intraoperative
manipulation, as well as quickly responding to emergencies dur-
ing surgery.[15]

2.2. Structural Design and Working Principle of the Proposed
Distal Continuum Endoscopic Joint

2.2.1. The Detailed Mechanical Design of the Continuum Joint
with Variable Stiffness Capacity

The schematic view of the designed robotic distal continuum
joint with variable stiffness capacity is illustrated in Figure 1a.
The proposed flexible joint primarily included a cable-driven
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helical spring-like continuum structure with a central backbone
and an embedded pneumatically driven variable stiffness mod-
ule. This joint was designed with an outer diameter of 18mm
and an overall length of 110mm and achieves a 2-DOF bending.
As illustrated in Figure 1b, the presented distal helical spring-
shaped continuum structure consists of both counterclockwise
(CCW) and clockwise (CW) segments configured in pairs. The
helical structure exhibited the performance of favorable compli-
ance and high resilience and achieves bending motion with 2
DOFs. The stress was uniformly distributed on the helical struc-
ture when bent, and the total structural length to bear the stress
distribution was longer than the other types of flexible joints.
These features led to reduced stress concentration, outstanding
constant bending curvature characteristics, and improved bend-
ing repeatability. The configuration of CCW and CW segments
in pairs can improve torsion resistance capacity, reduce torsional
deformation, and minimize force-induced elongation. A supere-
lastic nitinol rod (OD= 0.8mm) was assembled inside the cen-
tral channel of this helical structure with its two ends glued and
fixed to serve as a backbone. This backbone assembly enhanced

axial and radial stiffness, prevented unexpected axial compres-
sion, and produced excellent bending resilience due to its
super-elasticity. The embedded pneumatically driven variable
stiffness module was actuated with four flat air tubes arranged
by an equal interval of 90° inside the circumference of the helical
structure. The evenly distributed friction force between the inflat-
able air tubes and the helical structure increased the stiffness of
the designed flexible joint and improved its loading capacity. The
cross-sectional profile of the utilized flat air tube was rectangular
shaped with rounded corners (8 mm width, 1.2 mm height, and
0.4mm thickness) instead of the traditional circular shape, as
displayed in the bottom left of Figure 1b. This profile provided
more contact area between the air tube and the helical structure
to generate sufficient interaction force. Meanwhile, such a tube
shape induced more significant radial deformation than its axial
deformation when inflated. This function generated a negligible
effect on the bending shape of the designed continuum joint and
thus produced satisfactory motion consistency and shape-locking
ability during the flexible–rigid transition process. Furthermore,
the air tubes achieved high-pressure values to enhance structural

Figure 1. The designed structure of the proposed variable-stiffness continuum joint: a1) Driving methods for the continuum joint; a2) The illustration of
2-DOF bending movements; b) The detailed design and cross-sectional configuration of the proposed joint.
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stiffness with a small volume of compressed air, which demon-
strated intrinsic safety for practical surgery.

The cross-sectional layout of the presented continuum joint had
been configured for FE, as illustrated in the top right of Figure 1b.
It wass equipped with one 3.8mm diameter camera channel, two
instrument channels with the same diameter of 3.2mm, one
2mm water/air channel, and four circumferential through holes
to pass the driving tendons. The imaging and instrument channels
were designed to carry an endoscope and surgical instruments for
examination and functional operations. The pulling tendons pass
through the guiding holes made along the continuum joint, and
their distal ends were assembled at the end of the helical structure
with knots to control the bending movements. The layout of these
available channels was learned from the configuration of the com-
mercial endoscopy, which provided sufficient space for the endo-
scope and surgical instruments. The detailed dimensional
parameters are presented in Table 1.

2.2.2. Working Principle of the Stiffness Regulation Approach

The proposed continuum joint provided variable stiffness regu-
lation capacity and works in both flexible and rigid states. The
working principle is illustrated in Figure 2a. The friction between
the flat air tubes and the inner wall of the helical structure was
mainly determined by the contact area and contact pressure
between them. The contact area gradually increased with the
expansion of the air tubes until the air tubes were fully in contact
with the helical structure. The contact pressure can be tuned by
controlling the input pressure of the air tubes.

When the air tubes were not inflated or inflated with slight
pressure, the continuum joint worked in its flexible state, as
shown in Figure 2b. Under this state, the helical spring-like con-
tinuum structure and the Nitinol backbone played the dominant
roles. They can perform satisfactorily regarding excellent con-
stant bending curvature characteristics and moderate structural
stiffness. The continuum joint shifted to its rigid state when the
air tubes were inflated with sufficient pressure, as displayed in
Figure 2c. As the pressure increased, the distributed friction
between the inside wall of the helical structure and the air tubes
greatly enhanced, preventing the relative movement among each
other and increasing the structural stiffness. Meanwhile, the
homogeneous interaction between the helical structure and
the flat tubes led to the uniform distribution of the internal fric-
tion force. This merit benefits this flexible joint with excellent
constant curvature characteristics in the rigid state. The pneu-
matically driven approach and the distributed contact area sup-
ported the internal friction adjustment by digital control of the
input air pressure, leading to the continuous variable stiffness
regulation. Thus, the continuum joint was empowered to control
structural rigidity and improve its loading capacity. Furthermore,

Table 1. The dimensions of major components.

Component Dimension [mm]

The total length 110

Overall outer diameter 18

Backbone diameter 0.8

Tendon guiding through holes diameter 0.7

Tendon diameter 0.5

Instrument channel diameter 3.2

Endoscopic channel diameter 3.8

The air/water tube channel diameter 2

Figure 2. The working principle and implementation of the proposed stiffness regulation method: a) Working principle illustration of the stiffness adjust-
ment; b) Deflating/uninflated conditions in the flexible state; c) Inflating condition in the rigid state; d) The assembly process of the flat air tubes and the
helical structure.
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the conversion between the flexible and rigid states was com-
pleted rapidly due to the air tube-based pneumatically driven
approach, making it an excellent candidate for emergency
response in clinical scenarios.

2.3. Fabrication and Assembly of the Distal Continuum Joint

The detailed fabrication and assembly between the continuum
structure and the pneumatically driven modular consist of three
steps, as illustrated in Figure 2d. First, the designed helical struc-
ture was manufactured by HP’s exclusive MJF (Multijet Fusion)
3D printing method using nylon (HP3DHR-PA12), as shown in
Figure 2d1. The utilized nylon material possesses high strength
and toughness attributes, making it especially suitable for pro-
ducing large deformation without damage. The flat air tube
was formed by tube extrusion forming technology with thermo-
plastic polyurethane (TPU). This material was used because of its
softness in the noninflatable state. It can quickly expand and
deform to realize the stiffness regulation and generate negligible
effects on the continuum joint’s bending deformation in the flex-
ible state. Second, the four flat air tubes passed through the chan-
nels made inside the helical structure and then were fixed at their
distal ends using acrylate adhesive for assembly, as shown in
Figure 2d2. To achieve sufficient bonding strength, a two-step
bonding method with two different types of glue has been uti-
lized to achieve stable bonding. The detailed bonding process
can be divided into the following two steps: 1) the cyanoacrylate
adhesive (CA40H, 3M, US) was applied to effectively fill the gap
between the NiTi rod and central backbone channel due to its
great liquidity and 2) the acrylate adhesive (K9119TM, Kafuter,
CN) was pasted around the intersection of the NiTi rod and
the end cross-section of the helical structure to further improve
the bonding effect due to its high bonding strength. The joint
was kept quiescent for 12–24 h to solidify the glue after each glue
usage. Third, the proximal ends of the four flat air tubes were
pneumatically driven, as shown in Figure 2d3. A heat gun
was utilized to heat and soften the proximal end of the flat air
tubes to improve connection sealing quality.

2.4. Hardware Configuration of the Control and Driving Units

The experimental hardware configuration had been designed, as
illustrated in Figure 3. It mainly includes a tendon-driven part
for motion control, a pneumatic-driven part for stiffness adjust-
ment, and an imaging camera. The tendon-driven part comprises
a PMAC motion controller, 5 PNEP drivers, and 5 linear actuation
units. The PMAC serves as the motion controller to communicate
with the host PC and control 5 motors with an EtherCAT connec-
tion. The tendon-driven part includes 4 linear modules to realize
the 2-DOF bending motion and 1 linear module to achieve the
translation movement for the proposed distal flexible joint. Each
of these linear modules comprises a DC motor (DC-max 16S), a
motor driver (PNEP-2/48-Y-S), and a ball screw guide rail. The
pneumatic-driven part consisted of an air compressor, two electro-
pneumatic (E/P) regulators (ITV0030-3BL, SMC, JPN), and two
solenoid valves (VT307-5G1-01, SMC, JPN) controlled by an
EtherCAT I/Omodule. The input air generated by the air compres-
sor (1600W-30L, OTS, CN) was divided into two routes through a
three-way valve (KQ2T04-00A, SMC, JPN). The input pressure of
the E/P regulator was adjusted and the real-time pressure for con-
trol was calculated. One of the two routes was connected with a pair
of flat air tubes arranged symmetrically and the stiffness of the pro-
posed joint was adjusted. The E/P regulator and the solenoid valve
were controlled by an EtherCAT I/O module for pressure regula-
tion in each route. The I/O module was connected to the PC to get
the control command and send the feedback data at 1000Hz. The
digital camera with a resolution of 1920� 1080 (C930C, Logitech,
CN) measured the distal position of the designed joint. Besides, a
coordinate frame was established at the proximal end of the flexible
joint to describe the motion plane.

3. Experiments and Results

3.1. Curvature Characterization of the Proposed
Continuum Joint in the Flexible and Rigid States

The proposed continuum joint was driven to bend in the range of
[�90°, 90°] with an interval of 10° to experimentally investigate its

Figure 3. Hardware configuration of the control and driving units.
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bending curvature characteristics in the flexible and rigid states
with the input pressure of 0 and 500 kPa, respectively, as illus-
trated in Figure 4a1,b1, c1, d1. This experimental process was
performed three times, and the corresponding trajectories of
the distal end have been dotted in the middle part of
Figure 4. The theoretical kinematic results based on the constant
curvature modeling assumption from configuration space to task
space have been illustrated with a green curve in the XZ plane
and a blue curve in the YZ plane for the flexible state in
Figure 4a2,c2 and for the rigid state in Figure 4b2,d2. The mini-
mum, average, and maximum error values were calculated to
evaluate the distal deflection under the two states, as listed in
Table 2 and 3. The relative ratios of the average error accounting
for the total length of the flexible joint (110mm) were 2.19%
(2.41mm) in the XZ plane and 1.98% (2.18mm) in the YZ plane
for the flexible state. These values were 2.35% (2.59mm) and
2.55% (2.80mm) for the rigid state. These results indicate that
the 2-DOF joint possesses excellent constant bending curvature
characteristics in both flexible and rigid states. Meanwhile, the

proposed joint can change its bending shape continuously in
the rigid state, which is rarely mentioned or developed in the cur-
rent literature. It demonstrates an ideal capacity and is a candi-
date for endoscopic operations to realize accurate movements
with suitable stiffness.

The hysteresis tests have also been performed in the XZ and
YZ planes to explore the influences of the friction-based variable

Figure 4. Experiments of curvature and hysteresis characterization for the proposed continuum joint: a) The flexible state in the XZ plane; b) The rigid
state in the XZ plane; c) The flexible state in the YZ plane; d) The rigid state in the YZ plane.

Table 2. The distal positioning error of the proposed joint in the flexible
state.

Distal position error XZ planea) YZ planea)

Minimum error 0.48 mm (0.44%) 0.58 mm (0.53%)

Average error 2.41 mm (2.19%) 2.18 mm (1.98%)

Maximum error 6.59 mm (5.99%) 5.31 mm (4.83%)

a)Percentage data in parentheses represent relative errors accounting for the total
length of the flexible joint (110 mm).
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stiffness mechanism. The relationships between the displace-
ment of the driving tendon and the bending angle in the flexible
and rigid states are shown in the right part of Figure 4. In the
flexible state, the average hysteresis errors were 1.99% in the XZ
plane and 1.92% in the YZ plane. These values were 2.34% and
2.13% for the rigid state. These results reveal that the proposed
continuum joint demonstrates excellent motion consistency in
the loading and unloading phases for both flexible and rigid
states with negligible hysteresis errors.

3.2. The Shape-Locking Performance During the Flexible–Rigid
Transition

The stiffness regulation methods for the continuum joint design
commonly experience difficulties that include the large distal end
deflection variation due to the stiffness change and degraded
constant curvature performances during the flexible–rigid tran-
sition. The distal deflection difference value between the flexible
and rigid states (DDFR) has been defined to quantify the shape-
locking performance during the stiffness transition. The smaller
DDFR value reflects the smoother flexible–rigid transition pro-
cess with a slight shape change. The prototype was deflected
by 90° with an interval step of 10° in the XZ plane. At each bend-
ing angle, the continuum distal deflections of the joint were

measured before and after pneumatic inflation, respectively,
as presented in Figure 5a. This deflating and inflating process
was repeated three times. In addition, the transition time
between the two states at each angle is less than 3 s. The average
distal position values at each bending angle for both flexible and
rigid states have been illustrated in Figure 5b. The average DDFR
value was calculated to be 0.79mm, accounting for 0.72% of the
total length. Such a small shape change value validates that the
proposed stiffness regulation method produces a smooth transi-
tion and a satisfactory shape-locking capability, which can effec-
tively avoid the abrupt distal change during the flexible–rigid
transition. Thus, the proposed method can further support oper-
ational accuracy improvement and safety enhancement in prac-
tical scenarios with short response time.

3.3. Investigation of the Relationship between Structural
Stiffness and Air Pressure

To analyze the relationship between the input air pressure inside
the flat tube and the structural stiffness of the proposed joint, the
typical three-point bending flexural test[35,52] was conducted with
the experimental setup, as shown in Figure 6a. The suspension
span length was 80mm for all the tests. The driving motor was
controlled to move down at a 4mmmin�1 speed until reaching a
central deflection of 2mm. The force sensor connected to the
loading arm recorded the force in real time. The air pressure
in the flat air tube started from 0 kPa and gradually increased
to 500 kPa with an interval of 50 kPa. Three experiments were
performed for each loading air pressure set, and the correspond-
ing average structural stiffness value was obtained. The structural
bending stiffness can be estimated using the formula below

EI ¼ FL3δ�1=48 (1)

where EI denotes the production of the flexural rigidity, F is the
loading force, L stands for the support span distance, and δ is the
deflection displacement.

Table 3. The distal positioning error of the proposed joint in the rigid
state.

Distal position error XZ planea) YZ planea)

Minimum error 0.49 mm (0.45%) 0.64 mm (0.58%)

Average error 2.59 mm (2.35%) 2.80 mm (2.55%)

Maximum error 6.88 mm (6.25%) 5.64 mm (5.13%)

a)Percentage data in parentheses represent relative errors accounting for the total
length of the flexible joint (110 mm).

Figure 5. Experiments of the shape locking performance during the flexible-rigid transition: a) The bending shape before and after pneumatic inflation;
b) The distal positions of the proposed continuum joint at different bending angles in the two states.
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The relationship between the input pressure and the structural
stiffness showed that the stiffness values were determined as
389.93 and 120.32 N cm2 for the rigid and flexible states, respec-
tively, as illustrated in Figure 6b. The increase of structural stiff-
ness with the input air pressure can be divided into two stages.
When the input air pressure is less than 50 kPa, the structural
stiffness increases rapidly with the air pressure, which indicates
that the contact area is positively correlated with the input air
pressure. When the input air pressure is greater than 100 kPa,
the structural stiffness increases with the air pressure increases
slowly, which indicates that the air tube is in full contact with the
helical structure. Such results verify that the proposed stiffness
adjustment method can realize tunable and continuous stiffness
with increased air pressure. This merit can further support stiff-
ness control to address the operational demands with different
payloads and avoid sudden changes in stiffness and shape.

3.4. Experiments for Quantification of Loading Capacity

The distal deflection shapes were recorded when the continuum
joint was configured with 0°, 30°, 60°, and 90°, respectively, as
illustrated in Figure 7a1,a2. The standard weights were sus-
pended at the distal end to perform the loading experiments with
an interval of 10 g in both flexible (0 kPa) and rigid (500 kPa)
states. For surgical robots in a master-slave configuration, the
deflection of less than 10% of the total length of the continuum
joint can be corrected with endoscopic imaging. Therefore, the
loading force to generate a distal deflection of 11mmwas utilized
to evaluate the loading capacity of the designed flexible joint.
These experiments were repeated three times, and the average
values of rated loading capacity for the flexible and rigid states
are 1.50 and 4.80 N, respectively. The corresponding average val-
ues in different bending angles are summarized in Figure 7b.
The variable stiffness joint in the rigid state possessed a loading
capacity of 3.2 times higher than that of the flexible state.
Furthermore, the distal deflection of 11.87mmwas detected with
a distal 5 N payload, which meets the general loading require-
ment.[60] These results prove that the proposed variable stiffness
approach can effectively improve the loading capacity without
sacrificing flexibility.

The limits for loading capacity in the rigid state have been
investigated, as shown in Figure 7c. When the input air pressure
was 500 kPa, the distal end deflection reached 41.14mm with a
distal weight of 1 kg and maintained the basic shape without
causing structural collapse when configured at 90°. In this case,
the distal end deflection has been more than 10% of the total
length of the continuum structure. It proves that the proposed
structure can respond well to extreme loading situations (e.g.,
cutting conjoined tissues and lifting large and heavy tissues or
organs). The loading capacity limits can be further improved with
the increased pressure. The distal end deflection decreased to
35.02mm with the distal weight of 1 kg when the input pressure
reached the upper limitation of 800 kPa for the air tube.

3.5. Phantom Experiments

To evaluate the dexterity of the proposed design, the experiment
on the colonoscopy phantom (Kang Beidian, CN) was performed
in Figure 8a. A multilumen tube served as the middle insertion
tube, and the distal continuum joint was assembled with it to
make the endoscopic manipulator. The 3.6mm diameter endo-
scopic camera (WS-MM1-L04, Wiserscope, CN, 720p) was assem-
bled to collect intraluminal imaging through the camera channel.
Two 2.6mm diameter endoscopic forceps (Micro-Tech, CN) were
arranged through the instrument channels for biopsy operation, as
shown in Figure 8b. This 3-DOFmanipulator was implemented to
actuate the distal continuum joint with the linear modules. The
look-and-move scheme was utilized, and the endoscopic manipu-
lator was driven to approach the target lesions in descending colon
with considerable flexibility, as illustrated in Figure 8c. This exper-
iment qualitatively proves that the proposed continuum joint could
be utilized as a distal flexible overtube assembled in the endoscope
for steering insertion and orientation adjustment with consider-
able flexibility for endoscopic access.

3.6. Ex vivo Experiments

The ex vivo experiment has also been performed with the typical
organ-pulling operation, as shown in Figure 9a. A TPU tube with

Figure 6. Experiments of the relationship between the structural stiffness and the input air pressure: a) The experimental setup of the three-point bending
flexural test; b) The experimental results.
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a diameter of 25mmwas employed to simulate the constraints of
the esophagus, and its two ends were fixed on the brackets. The
look-and-move scheme was utilized in this experiment. The
manipulator was driven to advance inside this TPU tube, and
the distal continuum joint was deflected to the same initial shape
(90°) and localized to the target site of a pork liver (310 g). The two
carried forceps can be moved to the operation area for tissue
grasping, as presented in Figure 9c. Then the manipulator
was driven back with a displacement of 40mm in the flexible
state and rigid state, respectively. Such operations were repeated
three times. The change of the central line of the distal joint, as
labeled in Figure 9b, was calculated to reflect the shape change
under different states. The three central lines for the initial and
final shapes in the flexible and rigid states are illustrated in
Figure 9d. Compared with the initial shape before pulling, the
distal end position deviation values for the final shapes after pull-
ing at the rigid and flexible states were 4.61mm and 15.48mm,
respectively, compared with the initial shape. They account for

4.26% and 14.33% of the total length of the flexible joint. By reg-
ulating the stiffness of the proposed joint, the distal end position
deviation value was reduced by 70.22%, validating the improved
loading capacity under the rigid state and the effectiveness of the
flexible–rigid transition. Such experimental results indicate that
the proposed joint has improved loading capacity to support the
performance of complex surgical procedures in the rigid state.
Furthermore, compared with other variable stiffness methods,
the proposed variable stiffness joint contributes to a potential
scheme for flexible endoscope design because it is configured
with sufficient functional channels for endoscopic manipulation.

4. Discussion

The comparison with other continuum joints for minimally inva-
sive surgery (MIS) with tunable stiffness has been summarized
in Table 4. The proposed design achieves great constant

Figure 7. Experiments for quantification of loading capacity: a) Loading tests of the proposed joint: a1) The case in the flexible state; a2) The case in the
rigid state; b) Average results of the loading tests; c) The investigation on limits of loading capacity; c1) The bending shape in the unloading condition, c2)
The bending shape in the loading condition of 10 N.
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curvature bending abilities with relative position error values of
2.19% and 2.55% for both the flexible and rigid states. The cur-
vature characteristics in the rigid state are rarely mentioned in
the current literature because most designs have difficulty bend-
ing motion in the rigid state. The advantages of curvature bend-
ing characteristics in both states are due to the following two
reasons. On the one hand, the utilized helical structure has high
flexibility and uniform structural stress distribution during bend-
ing, leading to decreased stress concentration, excellent bending
constant curvature performance, and bending repeatability. On
the other hand, the interaction between the embedded variable
stiffness module and the helical structure is distributed uni-
formly. Moreover, the influence of the variable stiffness scheme
on the motion consistency during loading–unloading phases is
rarely mentioned, as shown in Table 4. The hysteresis error val-
ues are measured as 1.99% and 2.34% for both flexible and rigid
states in the proposed design, reflecting that the proposed stiff-
ness adjustment design based on friction has little effect on
motion consistency. These merits support precise motion control
and high security for clinic operation.

The material-based variable stiffness schemes generally have a
larger flexible–rigid transition ratio and loading force, as shown
in Table 4. For instance, Zhao et al. proposed a variable stiffness
over tube based on LMPA, which achieved a large payload ratio of
106 between two states and a rated payload of 10 N.[32] However,
such methods commonly require about 20 s and more for the
transition process between the two states, which may bring
potential risks to endoscopic procedures. The stiffness regulation
process realized by the pneumatic-driven module in this work
can be completed within 3 s, which is faster than the other
designs in Table 4. This advantage demonstrates the ability of
the designed flexible joint to respond quickly, short enough to
respond to emergencies during surgery. Meanwhile, the rated

loading of 1.5 N for the flexible state and 4.8 N for the rigid state
is provided in the presented design, which was sufficient for
most operations in endoscopic surgery.

The comparison among the existing continuum joints with
variable stiffness for the overall outer diameter and the number
of functional channels has also been summarized in Table 4. The
proposed design with variable stiffness capacity further exhibits
excellent integration performance with two instrument channels
for surgical instruments and is configured with an outer diame-
ter of 18mm. Such configuration enables the simultaneous
manipulation of two surgical instruments for endoscopic tissue
operations. The feasibility of the proposed joint has been verified
in the phantom and ex vivo experiments regarding flexibility for
access and rigidity for operation. The diameter values of com-
mercial gastrointestinal endoscopes for digestive tracts are typi-
cally 9–15mm,[61] while the diameter of the existing flexible
endoscope robots varies within a range of 16 to 22mm for gas-
trointestinal applications.[57,58] Commercial gastrointestinal
endoscopes are commonly equipped with a light guide lens, a
water jet, an objective lens, an air/water nozzle, and one instru-
ment channel. This diameter will undoubtedly increase if the
endoscopes are required to either carry two instruments or
add the stiffness adjustment function. For instance, the robotic
endoscope diameter in research[58] reaches 17mm with two
instruments but lacks the stiffness adjustment function; the
endoscope design in research[32] reaches 17mm in diameter with
the stiffness adjustment function but provides only one central
hollow channel. Therefore, the designed outer diameter is rea-
sonable compared with other flexible gastrointestinal endoscope
robots. The proposed method presents an effective and practical
design to be integrated into the distal end of gastrointestinal
endoscopes with the additional functions of stiffness adjustment
and support dual-instrument manipulation. The proposed

Figure 8. The phantom experiments for validation on the dexterity for access using the proposed joint: a) The experimental setup for phantom experi-
ments; b) The utilized endoscopic camera and the forceps in this experiment; c) Illustration of the insertion access process of the designed continuum
joint (The red circle represents the actual position).
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flexible joint can further decrease its diameter to 13mm by cus-
tomizing air tubes of smaller sizes and adapting metal 3D print-
ing technology with higher precision. If the instrument number
can be reduced, the diameter can be further downsized.
However, the purpose of gastrointestinal endoscopes needs to
support both diagnostic examinations and therapeutic opera-
tions. The integration of instrument channels supports opera-
tions for complex diseases. The assistant channel of the air/
water nozzle is quite helpful in clearing the internal effusion
and bubble to clear the field of view before effective examination

and operation. Such functional channels are indispensable and
cannot be removed. These requirements make it difficult to fur-
ther downsize the overall diameter for the GI endoscopes.

If targeting other fields, such as interventional robotic devices,
the proposed method can be applied but need further improve-
ments. For the interventional robotic devices at several
millimeters,[62–64] the friction is still closely related to the positive
pressure and friction coefficient between the two bodies in con-
tact. The proposed method can be directly applied to the distal
continuum joint of the interventional devices for stiffness

Figure 9. The ex-vivo experiments for organ-pulling operations using the proposed joint: a) The ex-vivo experimental setup; b) Shape comparison of the
continuum joint at different states: b1) The initial shape; b2) The final shape in the flexible state; b3) The final shape in the rigid state; c) Illustration of the
distal interaction; d) Comparison of the experimental results for these shapes.
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adjustment with the reduced pipeline size. This pneumatic/
air-operated driven approach can also be replaced by the hydraulic-
driven method for vasculature interventions. The hydraulic-driven
method has already been implemented by the Ikuda group at
Nagoya University to make active multi-segment catheters with
outside diameters of 3mm.[64,65] The hybrid micro stereolithogra-
phy process was utilized for fabrication, and tiny valves were made
to provide different pressure threshold values to facilitate the
bending motions of different segments of catheters.[64,65] For
the interventional robotic devices at the micron level,[66] the typical
MEMS technology can support the easy fabrication of microfluidic
channels to support both air and liquid flow, and the micro stereo-
lithography technique can empower the design of multiple seg-
ments to support stiffness tuning.[65] Given the scaling laws,
the surface-relevant force, e.g., friction will be more dominant
than the volume-relevant force, e.g., gravity. The lengthymicroflui-
dic channels can be made using MEMS techniques to further
increase the contact surface. Thus, the impactful friction may
cause more drastic stiffness changes since the presented stiffness
modulation depends on friction.

The closed-loop control for robotic endoscopic systems is also
essential for precise operations. Future work will apply and
downsize the fiber Gragg grating (FBG)-based distal force

sensor[67,68] for instrument integration and attach quasi-
distributed optical fibers embedded with multiple FBG elements
or the optical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR) with fully
distributed strain sensors[69] to realize both force and shape sens-
ing to support the closed-loop control implementation.

5. Conclusion

A novel and practical distal continuum joint that adopts a tendon-
driven helical spring-like structure and four embedded pneumatic-
driven flat air tubes have been designed to achieve continuous
stiffness regulation. The proposed variable stiffness approach that
utilizes the embedded pneumatically driven approach and the
homogeneous interaction between the inside wall of the helical
structure and the inside flat air tubes, enables the uniform distri-
bution of the internal friction force, and supports continuous var-
iable stiffness regulation by controlling the input air pressure. The
embedded pneumatical tubes can achieve high-pressure values to
enhance structural stiffness with a small volume of compressed
air, enabling rapid conversion between the flexible and rigid states
and making them intrinsically safe for practical surgery.
Characterization experiments have been performed to investigate

Table 4. The performance comparison of the continuum joints with variable stiffness capacity.

Approach Stiffness
adjustment
principle

Relative
position
errora)

Bending
range

Relative
hysteresis
errora)

Payload ratio
between the two

states

Rated loading
capacity

(deflection)

The transition time
between the two

statesa)

Overall
outer

diameter

Number
of FC
(IC)b)

The inner
diameter of

FC

Medical
applicationc)

Material-
based
methods

LMPA[32] \ \ \ Approximately 106 10N (2%) 17s(R!F) 17 mm 1 (1) ϕ10 mm FE

18s(F!R)

Thermoplastic
PET[35]

\ \ \ 22 3.5N (12.8%) 12s(F!R) 15 mm 2 (2) ϕ3.5 mm FE

15s(R!F)

Thermoplastic
starch[36]

\ \ 92.3 4N (10%) 165s(F!R) 15.5 mm 0 \ MIS

28s(R!F)

SMA[37] \ \ \ 1.4 1.45N (16.7%) 18s(F!R) 13 mm 0 \ SPS

60s(R!F)

Structure-
based
methods

Units
locking[41]

\ \ \ 3.2 0.6N (47.5%) \ 13 mm 1 (\) \ FE

Cable
tension[43]

\ �180° 7.87% (R) Approximately 2.5 2.5N (7.7%) \ 15.9 mm 1 (1) ϕ9.86 mm FE

Tube
insertion[44]

2.72%(F) �180° \ 10.83 \ 2s(R!F) 7.4 mm 0 \ SPS

3s(F!R)

Granular
jamming[49]

3.75%(F) �90° \ 1.46 5.95N (10%) \ 32mm 0 \ SPS

Fiber
jamming[50]

2.3%(F) 171° \ 1.6 0.9N (20%) \ 14.5 mm 1 (1) ϕ4.5 mm SPS

Layer
jamming[51]

\ \ \ Approximately 1.9 4N (5%) \ 24mm 1 (1) ϕ15mm MIS

Cable
jamming[53]

\ \ \ Approximately 2 \ \ 5.5 mm 0 \ FE

The proposed design 2.19% (F)
2.55%

�90° 1.99% (F) 3.2 4.8N (10%) Both less than 3 s 18 mm 4 (2) 1� ϕ3.8 mm; FE

1� ϕ 2mm;

(R) 2.34% (R) 10N (36.3%) 2� ϕ3.2 mm

a)R: the rigid state; F: the flexible state. b)FC: functional channels; IC: instrument channels. c)FE: flexible endoscopy; SPS: single-port surgery; MIS: minimally invasive surgery.
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performances in terms of bending curvature, rigid-flexible conver-
sion, and loading capacity. Phantom and ex vivo experiments have
been performed to demonstrate its effectiveness for FE. The cur-
rent work illustrates that the structural design method of embed-
ding the pneumatical module into flexible components is an
effective and practical approach to enabling the continuum robot
with tunable stiffness capacity. Due to the easily implemented
structure features, it also provides guidelines for extension in
other continuum joints forMIS applications. Future work will take
advantage of continuous stiffness regulation function and
FBG-based sensing technique for advanced control and utilize
the endoscopic techniques for improved integration to address
the sterilization procedures.
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